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and «are' and other tenses of the verb 'to be' should
^quickly be supplemented by other verbs in common use.
A Concrete Vocabulary
In regard to the choice of this
(d) The more the vocabulary refers to the coinrete and
visible at the outset the better. Nouns representing: visible
and near objects, verbs of action, especially of actions
that the pupil and teacher can perform easily on the
spot, adjectives of qualities explicable from the concrete
(' small', ' white ', * square ', rather than ' beautiful',
14 sad ', ' good '), prepositions of place ('on top of',
* below ', ' beside ', ' under ', ' in ', ' on ', etc., rather
than c except', c but', ' for ', ' about', etc.)—if these
are preferred for the earliest vocabulary, the advantage
is secured of the vocabulary being: more easily im-
pressed, being more vivid, and more easily remembered
than where no connection with the visible can be readily
-made. The lesson also gains in interest to the young
pupil, and admits of that avoidance of the vernacular
as a means of interpretation on which some * direct
-methodists ' lay stress.
2. We have mentioned class-room objects and
.-actions, and words of class-room conduct and com-
-mands, as suitable material for the beginner's working
"vocabulary.
Use of Pictures
From this nucleus, once it has been sufficiently master-
ed, the vocabulary should gradually expand, the circle
-widening to include expressions for ideas frequent in
the pupil's mind, and common in his daily vernacular
speech, but no^longer confined to the range of the class-
-room or of the immediately visible. Here the English
•of the pupil can enter the region of his home life, and
it is a great help in graduating the transition from that
which is in the class-room to that which is definitely
beyond its range, between that which can be explained
or impressed visually and that which 'is beyond the reach
•of the eye, if the teacher has at his service a suitable set
of pictures. For pictures, it will be noticed, can make
-visible what is not present in the class-room itself ; and

